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Abstract 

This paper outlines the concept for translation of English text to Indian Sign Language using 

real-domain synthetic animations. The translation framework consists of a processing module 

that parses the English input sentence to phrase structure grammar representation on which 

Indian sign language grammar rules are applied to reorder English phrase terms. The input 

English sentences was given by the user are parsed through the converter module which in turn 

exchange the complex and compound English sentences to their simplify versions by means of 

complex to simple and compound to simple English grammar rules. Elimination module 

removes unacceptable terms from the reordered sentence. Lemmatization is done in order to 

translate the words into the root form since the Indian sign language does not use the word 

inflections. All the words in the sentence are then tested into a lexicon containing the English 

word and its HamNoSys notation and their synonym replaces the terms that are not in the 

lexicon. Sentence words are substituted with their HamNoSys counter code. In the event that the 

word is not in the lexicon, HamNoSys code is taken for each word alphabet. The HamNoSys 

data is translated to the SiGML tags, and these SiGML tags are sent to animation module which 

translates the SiGML code to the synthetic animation utilizing avatar. 

Keywords – Indian Sign language ,HamNoSys,SiGML 

1. Introduction 

The system proposed is innovative since the existing working systems are using videos rather 

than synthetic animations. Even the current systems are restricted to translating words and 
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predefined sentences into Indian sign language, while our proposed system translates the English 

sentences into Indian sign language into real domain. 

Around 7105 known living languages exist in the world, divided into 136 different language 

families. Sign language is one of those 136 families that is used to convey their message to 

hearing impaired people.[1] This language family comprises 136 sign languages worldwide 

depending on the region of the world. Nearly 72 million of the nearly 7 billion people on earth 

are deaf and hard of hearing. Around 4.3 million of such people use sign language out of such a 

large number. The remainder of almost 67 million deaf and hard to hear people does not use any 

sign language to communicate. So almost 90 percent of the deaf have very little or no access to 

education and other information. [1] 

Sign language is used by hearing impaired people who use hand forms, fingers, facial 

expressions, gestures and other parts of the body [1]. It is a visual-spatial language, as the signer 

often describes an event using the 3D space around his body [5]. Therefore, as sign languages do 

not have a well-defined structure or grammar, these signs are not or very less acceptable outside 

their small world. Until the 1960s, sign languages were not seen as bona fide languages but 

merely collections of gestures and mime. Dr. Stokoe's American Sign Language research has 

proven to be a full-fledged language with its own grammar, syntax and other linguistic attributes. 

There are some efforts to prove the same for other sign languages including the Indian Sign 

Language [3].  

A word is composed of phonemes, in spoken language. At least one phoneme can distinguish 

two words (when speaking a pause and while writing a space). In SL, a sign is composed of 

cheremes (equivalent to phoneme in a spoken language) and similarly, at least one chereme can 

differ in two signs [6]. A sign is a sequential or parallel building of their manual and non-manual 

cheremes. Several parameters such as Hand shape, Hand location, Hand Orientation, Hand 

Movements (straight, circular or curved) can define a manual chereme. Parameters such as 

Facial expressions, Eye gaze and Head / body posture are defined by non-manual chereme [5]. 
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There are however some signs that may only contain manual or non-manual components. The 

sign "Yes," for example, is signed by a vertical head node and has no manual component.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 shows the overall hierarchy of Indian signs. 

The hierarchy of Indian Sign Language is categorized into three  classes i.e. one handed 

Signs,Non-Manual Signs and Two handed Signs as shown in Fig.1. 

One Handed Signs: A single, dominating hand represents the one handed signs. One handed sign 

may be either static or dynamic (being in motion). Each of the movement and static signs is 

further classified into manual and non-manual signs. Examples of one hand static sign with non-

manual and manual components are shown in figure 

Two Handed Signs: The signs handed both are represented by the signer's hands. Similar 

classification can be applied to two handed signs as is the case with one handed sign. Two 

handed signs with motions, however, can be further distinguished as: signs of type 0 and type 1. 

Signs of type0 are the ones where both hands are active  
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Signs of type 1 are those where one hand (dominant) is more active than the other hand (non-

dominant). 

Communication for hearing impaired people is very difficult in common places such as railway 

stations , bus stands, banks , hospitals, etc. as a hearing person may not understand the sign 

language used by the hearing impaired person to communicate. A hearing person, as he / she 

may not know the sign language, cannot convey any message to the hearing impaired person too. 

The language translation must include, making communication between hearing impaired and 

hearing community This is worth mentioning here that sign languages are not "natural languages 

represented by signs," or even word to word translated in signs. The word light in English for 

instance has different meanings. Light does not mean heavy, or we say light color, i.e. not dark 

or light is switched on. Here we represent these different meanings in English with the same 

word 'light' but in sign language, with different signs; we will represent these different meanings. 

So sign language is not a representation of the word as it is, but rather a representation of the 

meanings using sign language 

2. Literature review 

National research status in the spoken to sign language field is not as good as that of 

international status. Still researchers have made an effort to ease hearing impaired people's 

communication with the listening people. Research on the conversion of English to Indian Sign 

Language, Hindi to Indian Sign Language and Bangla to Indian Sign Language has been carried 

out. 

2.1 Prototype Text to Sign Language in India [5]  

A Prototype Text to Indian Sign Language is a machine translation system based on rules of 

grammar transfer. The system consists of 5 modules. Preprocessor and parser input text, 

representation of the LFG f-structure, rules of grammar transfer, generation of sentences ISL, 

and synthesis of ISL. By lexical functional grammar, the minipar generated input sentence 

structure is encoded to the subject-object-verb (SOV) grammatical structure. By applying proper 
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transfer rules, the English word structure is converted to an ISL word structure. Afterwards the 

ISL sentences are displayed using a stream of pre-recorded videos or icons. The system is 

assessed using feedback from ISL experts. Currently, the system is evaluated based on a set of 

208 sentences that gives lexical conversion accuracy of 89.4 per cent. 

2.2 INGIT [8] 

The INGIT project is a machine translation system for Hindi to Indian Sign Language which is 

built for a limited rail reservation domain. As Hindi sentence, the system takes input from the 

reservation clerk and translates to ISL. There are four modules to the translation system. Hindi 

phrase is input to parser to get the sentence's semantic structure. Unwanted words or phrases in 

ellipsis resolution module are removed from the parsed sentence. The ISL grammar rules are 

applied in the ISL generator module to get the string tagged with the ISL. Using HamNoSys 

dictionary, each word in the ISL tagged string is replaced with the corresponding HamNoSys 

notation [9]. HamNoSys notes are now converted into SiGML tags that are then animated in the 

animation player using virtual human. INGIT is based on a hybrid formulaic grammar approach 

that uses grammar for fluid construction (FCG)[4]. Fluid Construction Grammar (FCG) is an 

open source computational construction grammar formalism that enables computational linguists 

to formally write down inventories of lexical and grammatical constructions, as well as 

experiments in language learning and language evolution. This project is specific for the domain 

and is validated only on a very small corpus of 230 utterances, many of which have been 

repeated. System uses word dictionary-pairs HamNoSys. An animated human is used to play the 

ISL Gloss String. It can not be used for generic purposes, because of its very limited domain. 

2.3 Machine-based Frame Translation System for English to ISL [8]  

A Frame Based machine translation system for English to Indian Sign Language is designed to 

cover the limited rail and banking domains. The system is composed of three modules, a Speech 

Recognition Module, a Language Processing Module and 3D Animation Module. The speech 

recognition module takes the input as the speech of the clerk and each utterance is a module that 

consists of input that is converted to the appropriate text. The Language Processing Text Parser 
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(the text is parsed to part of the speech), Eliminator (the unwanted tokens are removed from the 

parsed text according to the ISL dictionary), Stemmer (the verbs are converted into root form as 

ISL only uses simple present tense. The 3D Animation module uses the human virtual 3D 

character to transform the ISL gloss into animation. For this purpose the system uses Maya 

software from Autodesk Inc. to create animations. Evaluation in this system takes place over 250 

+ phrases identified for the limited banking and railroad domain, some of which have been 

repeated. 

3. Proposed method 

The success of the translation system from English to Indian Sign Language required both 

lexical and syntactic knowledge of both the Indian Sign Language and English. Lexical 

knowledge is the dictionary database for the English and Indian Sign Languages. The knowledge 

of syntactics is the knowledge of English grammar and Indian sign language. First, Indian Sign 

Language has a very limited dictionary which has about 2000 words to use in the conversation. 

Second, Indian Sign Language grammar is not standardized regardless of the English language 

where the grammar has been standardized and a lot of research has been done. We have tried to 

overcome the hurdles in our research work and created the English to ISL conversion system 

The overall architecture of the English to ISL translation system is composed of the following 

modules:  

1. Formation of a bilingual Dictionary English-ISL.  

2. Training and testing of sentence input.  

3. Identification and categorical phrase as complex phrase, compound phrase and simple phrase.  

4. Renovate the given sentence into simple phrase by applying grammar rules, depending on the 

type of detection. 

5. Parsing of English sentence for input.  

6. Sentence reordering package based on the rules of ISL grammar.  
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7. Eliminator for the removal of undesirable words. 

8. Lemmatization to get each word's lemma and replacement module for Synonym replacing the 

unknown word with its synonymous counterpart.  

9. Module of Synthetic Animation. 

3.1 System Architecture  

English sentence is written input to our developed translation system. This English sentence is 

sent to the parser converting the sentence to the grammatical representation of the phrase 

structure. , the input English sentences was given by the user are parsed through the converter 

module which in turn exchange the complex and compound English sentences to their simplify 

versions by means of complex to simple and compound to simple English grammar rules. All the 

grammatical information of the sentence is obtained by parsing the sentence which is useful in 

the next module. 

The parsed sentence will then be sent to the conversion module which will reorder the English 

sentence words according to ISL grammar rules. Reordering is required because English uses 

SVO order where ISL uses the SOV order along with some other interrogative and negative 

sentence variations. After the sentence structure is obtained according to the ISL grammar rules, 

unwanted words are removed from the sentence. This is because the ISL only used words that 

have some meaning, and not all the helping words like linking verbs, articles, etc. The eliminator 

output is forwarded to the lemmatization module. The lemmatizer checks and converts each 

word of the sentence in its lemma form. Lemma is the root form of the word that is required 

because the Sign Language uses the root form of each word irrespective of other languages that 

use suffixes, gerund, different forms of verb (present, past, and past forms of participle), 

different forms of nouns and adjectives etc. in their sentences. The lemmatizer checks and 

converts each word of the sentence in its lemma form. Lemma is the root form of the word that 

is required because the Sign Language uses the root form of each word irrespective of other 

languages that use suffixes, gerund, different forms of verb (present, past, and past forms of 

participle), different forms of nouns and adjectives etc. in their sentences. 
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Each word in the resulting sentence is replaced by its HamNoSys equivalent (writing sign 

notation)[19] from the English word-HamNoSys dictionary. The word characters are replaced by 

HamNoSys for unknown words, which are not available in the dictionary. Now for every 

English word or character the ISL sentence contains the HamNoSys notation. Using SiGML 

rules this HamNoSys string is converted to SiGML (Signing Gesture Markup Language) code. 

This SiGML code is sent to the SiGML animation tool (JA Signing) that plays the animation 

synthetic. In the diagram below the full system architecture is shown: 

4. RESULT EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION  

In our research work, a system has been planned that will convert/translate English language 

sentences into ISL synthetic video animations. 

 

Figure 2.  Complex to Simple English Sentence 

Here, the input is given as complex English sentence and its converted into Simple English 

sentence using some devised rules 
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Figure 3. Compound to Simple English Sentence 

Here, the input is given as compound English sentence and using some devised rules it is 

converted into Simple English sentence  
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Figure 4. Sentence Identification of English Sentences 

Here,the input of sentences(complex or compound or simple)is given and the identification of 

sentences is done  

 

 

Figure 5. Simple English Sentence to ISL Sentence 

Here, the input is given as Simple English sentence and using some Indian Sign Language(ISL) 

rules it is converted into Indian Sign Languge.   
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Figure 6. Screenshots of ISL Synthetic Video Animation showing the word Mother and Call 

Respectively. 

After ,the ISL of the sentence is received, its Avatar is generated as shown in example in figure 

6. 

For accuracy, we have conferred with ISL interpreter and various English mentors by showing 

them the results provided by the tool and the reaction received was encouraging and the work 

was well appreciated 

Conclusion and future scope 

A translation system for English text into Indian sign language has been presented in this paper. 

The automatic system is the first real-domain transaction system for Indian sign language. The 

main components of the system are the conversion module (converts the English phrase to ISL 

phrase based on the grammatical rules), the elimination module (removes the unwanted words 

from the ISL phrase), the synonym and lemmatization module (converts each word from the ISL 

phrase to root), and the animation module (converts the ISL phrase to synthetic animation). 

Currently the system has been created to convert English text to synthetic animations in a 

context free way. It takes a lot of time to create the dictionary of English word to Indian sign in 
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which the non-manual component of each sign is taken care of as well as the avatar lips are 

animated so that the lips can also be read by a hard-hearing person. In various deaf schools the 

overall conversion accuracy was checked by demonstrating the system. The interpreters and 

students were very much appreciated for the work. In the future, the sign language dictionary 

can be enhanced with more words added to it. Also, while converting the English sentence to 

ISL sentence the context can be taken care of. 
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